March On Upmc Workers And Community Members Take To The Streets Calling For
Good Jobs And End To Union Busting
Eventually, you will certainly discover a further experience and attainment by spending more cash. nevertheless when? pull off you allow that
you require to acquire those every needs behind having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning?
Thats something that will lead you to understand even more on the subject of the globe, experience, some places, past history, amusement,
and a lot more?
It is your entirely own era to exploit reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is March On Upmc Workers And
Community Members Take To The Streets Calling For Good Jobs And End To Union Busting below.

and advanced flow principles grounded in queuing theory and the theory
of constraints. It then shows how these concepts are applied in the
emergency department and why they work, supported by a
comprehensive case study in which Lean principles were used to
transform an underperforming ED into a world-class operation. The
authors highlight three commonly referenced intervals in the ED: door
to doc (input), doc to disposition (throughput), and disposition to
departure (output). After reviewing best practices, the authors explain
how to achieve excellence in your own environment by discussing
In a unique and integrated approach, The Definitive Guide to
change management, leadership, dealing with resistance, and other
Emergency Department Operational Improvement: Employing Lean
critical elements of creating a culture of change. Under any scenario
Principles with Current ED Best Practices to Create the "No Wait"
realized by healthcare reform, this book provides the tools and concepts
Department exposes you to the academics behind managing the
to improve your ED for patients, staff, the organization, and ultimately,
complex service environment that is the ED. The book combines
society.
applied management science and ED experience to create a model of
From the Chairman of the U.S. House of Representatives Homeland
how to improve your emergency department operations. After
Security Committee, a gripping look at the most dangerous and
summarizing the current state of emergency medicine, the book offers unexpected threats to our national security—and the actions needed to
an in-depth presentation of Lean tools used in the ED along with basic protect us. America’s inability to foresee the September 11, 2001
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attacks was deemed a collective “failure of imagination.” Our political The Fall of Industry and the Rise of Health Care in Rust Belt America
leaders and intelligence professionals failed to anticipate the wideStates of Emergency
ranging and unorthodox threats to the nation’s security. Nearly a
One Nurse, Twelve Hours, Four Patients' Lives
decade and a half later, imaginations in Washington D.C. are still
BNA's Employee Relations Weekly
failing. Despite assurances from our leaders that America is safer today Histology for Pathologists
The Global Intersection of Crime, Political Violence, and International
than it was before 9/11, the truth is, we are still vulnerable.
Congressman Michael McCaul has spent years in Washington watching Law
The Looming Threat to Humanity and How to Stop It
the Obama administration ignore or dangerously underestimate the
most pressing threats to the country. Now in Failures of Imagination: The purpose of this book is to bring together, in a single
The Deadliest Threats to Our Homeland—and How to Thwart Them, thevolume, the most up-to-date information concerning
sitting chairman of the Homeland Security Committee, who receives
microbes with potential as bioterrorist weapons. The
daily intelligence about threats materializing against America, depicts primary audience includes microbiologists, including
in real time the hazards that are closer than we realize. From cyberbacteriologists, virologists and mycologists, in academia,
warriors who can cripple the Eastern seaboard to radicalized Americans government laboratories and research institutes at the
in league with Islamic jihadists to invisible biological warfare, many of forefront of studies concerning microbes which have
the most pressing dangers are the ones we've heard about the least—and potential as bioterrorist weapons, public health physicians
are doing the least about. In this compelling and action-packed
and researchers and scientists who must be trained to
narrative, McCaul outlines realistic scenarios that could inflict more
deal with bioterrorist attacks as well as laboratory
damage on the nation than any attack we’ve yet faced. He then explains investigators who must identify and characterize these
how our vulnerabilities were created, why our enemies are actively
microorganisms from the environment and from possibly
contemplating them, and what we can do to solve them before it’s too infected patients.
late. Failures of Imagination offers a call to action for Americans to
40th anniversary of "medical uses of SQUID" th It is my
address these very real and present dangers, and the need for the White great pleasure and honor to invite you to the 17
House—whoever its occupant will be—to combat them with the
International Conference on Biomagnetism – Biomag2010
seriousness and urgency they require.
held in Dubrovnik, Croatia from Sunday, March 28 through
A Pulitzer Prize-winning doctor, reporter and author of War Hospital Thursday, April 1, 2010. The interdisciplinary field of
reconstructs five days at Memorial Medical Center after Hurricane
biomagnetism includes dynamic and evolving SQUIDKatrina destroyed its generators to reveal how caregivers were forced to based technologies offering advanced real-time methods
make life-and-death decisions without essential resources. Reprint. A for noninvasive assessments of magnetic signals from the
best-selling book. On the NYT list of 10 Best Books of 2013.
brain, heart and other organs as well as a range of
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modeling, mathematical and computational methods for
months. That risk makes the threat posed by ISIS, a
functional source localization approaches. Excellent spatial ground war, a massive climate event, or even the dropping
resolution and unique, millisecond, temporal resolution of of a nuclear bomb on a major city pale in comparison. In
biomagnetic techniques allow insights into cortical
The End of Epidemics, Harvard Medical School faculty
neurodynamics and neurobiological basis of the human
member and Chair of the Global Health Council Dr.
brain as well as assessment of heart and other organs
Jonathan D. Quick examines the eradication of smallpox
functions in health and disease. Biomag2010 will be a
and devastating effects of influenza, AIDS, SARS, and
great opportunity for an exchange of ideas and
Ebola. Analyzing local and global efforts to contain these
presentation of the latest developments in instrumentation, diseases and citing firsthand accounts of failure and
modeling approaches, basic and clinical biomedical studies. success, Dr. Quick proposes a new set of actions which he
We are particularly proud to announce the celebration of has coined “The Power of Seven,” to end epidemics
the 40th anniversary of the first SQUID-based MCG
before they can begin. These actions include: - Spend
measurements published on April 1, 1970. Since then
prudently to prevent disease before an epidemic strikes,
''medical uses of SQUID'' were dynamic and growing,
rather than spending too little, too late - Ensure prompt,
including the most recent developments, in combination
open, and accurate communication between nations and aid
with a low field MRI, toward a ''direct neuronal imaging''. agencies, instead of secrecy and territorial disputes Dubrovnik, the host city of the Biomag2010, a jewel on the Fight disease and prevent panic with innovation and good
Adriatic, will be a superb and stimulating setting for both science Practical and urgent, The End of Epidemics is
scientific and social aspects of this meeting. I am looking crucial reading for citizens, health professionals, and
forward to hosting you in Dubrovnik, Croatia in spring of policy makers alike.
2010.
Remaking Post-Industrial Cities
A leading doctor offers answers on the one of the most
The Medical Metropolis
urgent questions of our time: How do we prevent the next Second International Conference, FGIT 2010, Jeju Island,
global pandemic? The 2014 Ebola epidemic in Liberia
Korea, December 13-15, 2010. Proceedings
terrified the world—and revealed how unprepared we are Biosecurity Interventions
for the next outbreak of an infectious disease. Somewhere The Deadliest Threats to Our Homeland--and How to
in nature, a killer virus is boiling up in the bloodstream of a Thwart Them
Principles and Cases in the Legal Environment
bird, bat, monkey, or pig, preparing to jump to a human
Five Days at Memorial
being. This not-yet-detected germ has the potential to
The American working class didn't disappear
wipe out millions of lives over a matter of weeks or
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with the manufacturing economy. It transformed. between the practice of corporate subsidy and
Instead of unionized blue-collar men, today's
efforts to assure social justice, The Paradox of
working class is dominated by underpaid women in Urban Revitalization assesses the course of
service jobs--especially health care. With
urban politics and policy over the past half
recognition of this shift, Gabriel Winant
century, before the COVID-19 pandemic upended
argues, may come political clout.
everything, and details prospects for achieving
This four-volume set provides a history of
greater equity in the years ahead.
veteran's healthcare that examines programs of
Biomag March 28 - April 1, 2010
care and veterans' special needs, and offers
Keeping the Global Population in Check
insight into future directions for veteran's
Mon/Fayette Transportation Project, PA Route 51
healthcare in the 21st century.
to I-376, Allegheny County
In the twenty-first century, cities in the
Newsletter
The Praeger Handbook of Veterans' Health:
United States that had suffered most the shift
to a postindustrial era entered a period widely History, Challenges, Issues, and Developments
proclaimed as an urban renaissance. From Detroit [4 volumes]
to Newark to Oakland and elsewhere commentators The End of Epidemics
Future Generation Information Technology
saw cities rising again. Yet revitalization
generated a second urban crisis marked by
On March 10-11, 2016, the National Academies of Sciences,
growing inequality and civil unrest reminiscent Engineering, and Medicine held a public symposium on potential U.S.
of the upheavals associated with the first urban government policies for the oversight of gain-of- function (GOF)
crisis in the mid-twentieth century. The urban
research. This was the Academies' second meeting held at the request
poor and residents of color have remained very
of the U.S. government to provide a mechanism to engage the life
much at a disadvantage in the face of racially
sciences community and the broader public and solicit feedback on
biased capital investments, narrowing options
optimal approaches to ensure effective federal oversight of GOF
for affordable housing, and mass incarceration. research as part of a broader U.S. government deliberative process.
In profiling nine cities grappling with
The first symposium, held in December 2014, examined the underlying
challenges of the twenty-first century, author
scientific and technical questions surrounding the potential risks and
Howard Gillette, Jr. evaluates the uneven
benefits of GOF research involving pathogens with pandemic potential.
efforts to secure racial and class equity as
The second symposium focused on discussion of the draft
city fortunes have risen. Charting the tension
recommendations regarding GOF research of a Working Group of the
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National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity. This report
address our most serious social, economic, and environmental
summarizes the key issues and ideas identified during the second
challenges. Power is shifting in the world: downward from national
symposium.
governments and states to cities and metropolitan communities;
A shocking exposé of the reckless proliferation of bio-weapon research horizontally from the public sector to networks of public, private and
and the threat this poses to everyday Americans. Battling a new
civic actors; and globally along circuits of capital, trade, and innovation.
generation of corporate giants and uncovering threats right in our own This new locus of power—this new localism—is emerging by necessity
backyard, Kenneth King’s Germs Gone Wild reveals the massive
to solve the grand challenges characteristic of modern societies:
expansion of America's bio-defense research labs and the culture of
economic competitiveness, social inclusion and opportunity; a renewed
deception surrounding hundreds of facilities that have opened since
public life; the challenge of diversity; and the imperative of
9/11. King experienced the menace of bio-defense research firsthand environmental sustainability. Where rising populism on the right and
when local government and business leaders tried to lure a new facility the left exploits the grievances of those left behind in the global
to his hometown in Kentucky. Researching the safety claims, he not
economy, new localism has developed as a mechanism to address them
only found many of them to be completely false, but was also horrified head on. New localism is not a replacement for the vital roles federal
by the lack of oversight and the recklessness with which these labs
governments play; it is the ideal complement to an effective federal
genetically modified pathogens like smallpox, Ebola, and influenza
government, and, currently, an urgently needed remedy for national
without a care for what happened to the public if there was ever a
dysfunction. In The New Localism, Katz and Nowak tell the stories of
“leak.” And yet the greed that drove the development of these labs the cities that are on the vanguard of problem solving. Pittsburgh is
has effectively counteracted any cautionary checks by the government catalyzing inclusive growth by inventing and deploying new industries
and universities. All have been seduced by the economic gains and
and technologies. Indianapolis is governing its city and metropolis
corporate stipends that come with compliance and turning a blind eye. through a network of public, private and civic leaders. Copenhagen is
But now, the reality of these labs and the germs they manipulate will
using publicly owned assets like their waterfront to spur large scale
finally be brought to light, as King examines the controversies
redevelopment and finance infrastructure from land sales. Out of these
surrounding plants from Maryland to Boston and Utah, to the
stories emerge new norms of growth, governance, and finance and a
Department of Homeland Security’s dubious National Bio-and-Agro- path toward a more prosperous, sustainable, and inclusive society. Katz
Facility (NBAF) project, and the precautions—or lack thereof—being and Nowak imagine a world in which urban institutions finance the
taken to protect us all from a deadly pandemic.
future through smart investments in innovation, infrastructure and
The New Localism provides a roadmap for change that starts in the
children and urban intermediaries take solutions created in one city and
communities where most people live and work. In their new book, The adapt and tailor them to other cities with speed and precision. As Katz
New Localism, urban experts Bruce Katz and Jeremy Nowak reveal
and Nowak show us in The New Localism, “Power now belongs to the
where the real power to create change lies and how it can be used to
problem solvers.”
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practitioners work to define what it means to "secure health" through
BNA's Employment Discrimination Report
concrete practices such as global humanitarian logistics, pandemic
The Next Shift
preparedness measures, vaccination campaigns, and attempts to regulate
The Shift
potentially dangerous new biotechnologies. As the contributions show,
The Praeger Handbook of Veterans' Health
despite impressive activity in these areas, the field of "biosecurity
Occupational Outlook Handbook
interventions" remains unstable. Many basic questions are only beginning
Environmental Impact Statement
to be addressed: Who decides what counts as a biosecurity problem? Who
Lessons from North America and Europe
A strong grounding in basic histology is essential for all pathologists.
is responsible for taking action, and how is the efficacy of a given
However, there had always been a gap between histology and pathology in intervention to be evaluated? It is crucial to address such questions today,
which histologic information specifically for the pathologist was often
when responses to new problems of health and security are still taking
lacking. Histology for Pathologists deals with the microscopic features of shape. In this context, this volume offers a form of critical and reflexive
normal human tissues, from the perspective of the surgical pathologist.
knowledge that examines how technical efforts to increase biosecurity
This is the only text that uses human (vs. animal) tissues for the histology. relate to the political and ethical challenges of living with risk.
It is the best reference in the literature for information on normal
Remaking Post-Industrial Cities: Lessons from North America and Europe
histology, and, as such, is essential for all clinical pathologists. Written by examines the transformation of post-industrial cities after the precipitous
pathologists for pathologists, the new edition updates the pathologist's
collapse of big industry in the 1980s on both sides of the Atlantic,
understanding of normal histology up to date with the incremental
presenting a holistic approach to restoring post-industrial cities.
advances made in the last five years. The 3rd edition has become a "classic" Developed from the influential 2013 Remaking Cities Congress,
purchased by virtually all residents beginning their pathology training, as conference chair Donald K. Carter brings together ten in-depth case
well as pathologists in practice. The 4th edition builds on that substantial studies of cities across North America and Europe, documenting their
foundation. The table of contents remains essentially the same with the
recovery from 1985 to 2015. Each chapter discusses the history of the city,
exception of some changes in authorship.
its transformation, and prospects for the future. The cases cross-cut these
In recent years, new disease threats such as SARS, avian flu, mad cow
themes with issues crucial to the resilience of post-industrial cities
disease, and drug-resistant strains of malaria and tuberculosis have
including sustainability; doing more with less; public engagement; and
garnered media attention and galvanized political response. Proposals for equity (social, economic and environmental), the most important issue
new approaches to "securing health" against these threats have come not cities face today and for the foreseeable future. This book provides essential
only from public health and medicine but also from such fields as
"lessons learned" from the mistakes and successes of these cities, and is an
emergency management, national security, and global humanitarianism. invaluable resource for practitioners and students of planning, urban
This volume provides a map of this complex and rapidly transforming
design, urban redevelopment, economic development and public and
terrain. The editors focus on how experts, public officials, and health
social policy.
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Department of Homeland Security Appropriations for 2011, Part 4, March HMOs, biotechnology programs, and hospital privatization. Today, the
4, 2010, 111-2 Hearings, *
medical metropolis is considered by some as a triumph of innovation and
The Paradox of Urban Revitalization
revitalization and by others as a symbol of the excesses of capitalism and
The New Localism
the inequality still pervading American society.
Daily Labor Report
"Brilliantly researched, impeccably sourced, the story is told in an engaging
Introduction to Computers for Healthcare Professionals
style and with great analytical acuity. Here is a dire warning against the
Strengths Oriented Leadership
slide into authoritarianism..." WILLIAM I. ROBINSON, Distinguished
17th International Conference on Biomagnetism Advances in
Prof. of Sociology, UC-Santa Barbara Ever since large parts of the world
Biomagnetism - Biomag 2010 - March 28 - April 1, 2010
were placed in lockdown in March 2020 in the name of public health, there
In 2008, the University of Pittsburgh Medical Centers (UPMC) hoisted its has been a growing public suspicion that some sort of global seizure of
logo atop the U.S. Steel Building in downtown Pittsburgh, symbolically
power and social transformation is being implemented under guise of the
declaring that the era of big steel had been replaced by the era of big
extraordinary suspension of democracy and unprecedented restrictions of
medicine for this once industrial city. More than 1,200 miles to the south, basic freedoms occurring in so many countries at the same time. This book
a similar sense of optimism pervaded the public discourse around the
contends that since the financial collapse of 2008, populations in many
relationship between health care and the future of Houston's economy.
countries have become restive in the face of extreme inequality and
While traditional Texas industries like oil and natural gas still played a
diminishing life chances. In a digital economy, one to two billion people
critical role, the presence of the massive Texas Medical Center, billed as
will soon be superfluous, but they are not likely to remain sitting on their
"the largest medical complex in the world," had helped to rebrand the city hands; in many parts of the world their resistance has begun. The Western
as a site for biomedical innovation and ensured its stability during the
capitalist elites have lost the capacity to engage their respective peoples in
financial crisis of the mid-2000s. Taking Pittsburgh and Houston as case an equitable social contract and have resorted to stoking fear -- from the
studies, The Medical Metropolis offers the first comparative, historical
terrorism scare and the Russian threat to the COVID infliction, with more
account of how big medicine transformed American cities in the
variants coming on line -- as a formula for curtailing protest and
postindustrial era. Andrew T. Simpson explores how the hospital-civic
maintaining power. It analyses the social forces driving this process: the US
relationship, in which medical centers embraced a business-oriented
national security state and its intelligence apparatus, the IT giants spun off
model, remade the deindustrialized city into the "medical metropolis."
from it, and the large media conglomerates that have joined forces to
From the 1940s to the present, the changing business of American health create a comprehensive surveillance system of Orwellian dimensions The
care reshaped American cities into sites for cutting-edge biomedical and production of disease threats is amplified by the Gates Foundation and
clinical research, medical education, and innovative health business
other public international organizations including the WHO, along with
practices. This transformation relied on local policy and economic
the pharmaceutical industries, foresee unprecedented profit in plans to
decisions as well as broad and homogenizing national forces, including
inoculate the world population with experimental gene therapies sold as
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vaccines. Ideas on using a pandemic to initiate a worldwide state of siege insight into how politics and personalities contribute to the business of
have matured until the need for collective intervention -- the threat of a
organ transplant and its related science. Reprint. (Health & Fitness)
new financial meltdown and the need to remove Trump -- prompted
The Third Edition of Business Law: Principles and Cases in the Legal
global elites to seize the day. The virus threat may not be an idle one, given Environment, continues to offer a readable, rigorous, and practical
introduction to business law in a format that enhances learning and
the Pentagon's biowarfare infrastructure which for decades has been
producing gain-of-function viruses in laboratories the world over, as have understanding. With a thorough explanation of the legal and regulatory
a wide range of countries. The book is the first to offer an extensively
issues affecting businesses, Davidson and Forsythe utilize outlines, exhibits,
questions, and problems to engage students and enhance learning. It
documented, comprehensive analysis of all aspects of this real and
embellished threat
presents Classic and Contemporary Cases using the judges’ language. A
This book is about talent, strengths and positive psychology. Everyone is new Business Application Case threads throughout the book, providing a
naturally talented in certain areas and if we get the opportunity to use our hypothetical business environment in which students learn to apply the
talents at work and develop them into strengths then we can work better, law. New to the Third Edition: Updated throughout, including cuttingfaster and far more productively. Bees search for pollen and they find it in edge state cases and federal Supreme Court cases. Carefully edited and
the beautiful, successful, growing things around us: flowers. Flies search for streamlined presentation make the book even more teachable and
rotting trash, bacteria and ugliness. Do you want to go through life like a fly accessible Topics of current interest, such as the college admissions
or like a bee? These pages present the overwhelming scientific evidence
scandal, used in examples Key new cases include: Southern California Gas
that strengths-based leadership and collaboration lead to more
Leak Cases, where the California Supreme Court speaks on recovery of
productivity, more innovation, better well-being at work, lower
lost profits (Ch. 6) Carpenter v. United States, where the U.S. Supreme
absenteeism, and better health. Learning to recognize your talents, leverage Court speaks on whether a warrant is required for cell phone locator
them into strengths and, mitigate your weaknesses will change the way you information (Ch. 7) Dynamex Operations West, Inc. v. Superior, where
and your colleagues work.
the California Supreme Court speaks on independent
Global Health and Security in Question
contractors/employees (Ch. 28) Dell, Inc. v. Magnetar Global Event
Journal of the Healthcare Financial Management Association
Driven Master Fund Ltd. where the Delaware Supreme Court speaks on
Crime Wars
appraisal rights (Ch 33) Janus v. American Federation of State, County,
Labor Arbitration Awards
and Municipal Employees, Council--new Supreme Court Case
The World Through Bee Glasses
concerning the power of labor unions to collect fees from non-union
Life and Death in a Storm-ravaged Hospital
members (Ch. 38) Professors and students will benefit from: Complete
History, Challenges, Issues, and Developments
topical coverage in a clear and accessible presentation A continuous
The memoirs of an transplant physician trace his career and family life,
hypothetical business model that connects theory and practice A Classic
presenting an argument for the benefits of organ transplant while offering Case and a Contemporary Case example in each chapter Rich pedagogy
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that includes questions, case problems, and writing assignments Visual aids interchange for the advancement of IT as a whole. This volume comprises
and exhibits throughout the book that illustrate legal and business concepts the selection of papers presented at the Second International MegaA flexible organization that adapts to a wide range of teaching objectives Conference on Future Generation Information Technology (FGIT 2010),
and approaches Classroom-tested book, building on the original edition composed of the following 11 international conferences: Advanced
was published in 1984 with Davidson, Forsythe, and 2 other authors The Software Engineering and Its Applications (ASEA 2010), Bio-Science and
digital Connected Coursebook format that gives Business Law students
Bio- Technology (BSBT 2010), Control and Automation (CA 2010),
robust search and highlighting tools, interactive practice questions,
Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity (DRBC 2010), Database
outlining software, a news feed, and more, that are all integrated into an
Theory and Application (DTA 2010), Future Generation Communication
easy-to-use, streamlined learning experience.
and Networking (FGCN 2010), Grid and Distributed Computing (GDC
This four-volume set provides a history of veterans' healthcare that
2010), Multimedia, Computer Graphics and Broadcasting (MulGraB
examines programs of care and veterans' special needs, and offers insight 2010), Security Technology (SecTech 2010), Signal Processing, Image
into future directions for veteran's healthcare in the 21st century.
Processing and Pattern Recognition (SIP 2010), as well as u- and e-Service,
Failures of Imagination
Science and Technology (UNESST 2010). In total, 1,630 papers were
Employing Lean Principles with Current ED Best Practices to Create the submitted to FGIT 2010 from 30 countries. The submitted papers went
“No Wait” Department
through a rigorous reviewing process and 395 papers were accepted. Of
BNA's Americans with Disabilities Act Manual
these 395 papers, 60 were assigned to this volume. In addition, this volume
Bender's Labor & Employment Bulletin
contains 7 invited papers and abstracts. Of the remaining accepted papers,
Healthcare Financial Management
269 were distributed among 8 volumes of proceedings published by
Summary of the Second Symposium, March 10-11, 2016
Springer in the CCIS series. 66 papers were withdrawn due to technical
Memoirs of a Transplant Surgeon
reasons.
This expert analysis addresses the many interconnections between political Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the
violence and crime, including the transnational crimes of non-state actors Internal Revenue Code of 1954
and the international crimes of states.
Gain-of-Function Research
Introduction to Computers for Health Care Professionals, Seventh
The Puzzle People
Edition is a contemporary computer literacy text geared toward nurses
Microorganisms and Bioterrorism
and other healthcare students.
Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board
As information technology (IT) becomes specialized and fragmented, it is Mental and Physical Disability Law Reporter
easy to lose sight that many topics have common threads and because of Book of Lists
this, advances in one s- discipline may transmit to another. The
Practicing nurse and New York Times columnist Theresa Brown invites us
presentation of results between different s- disciplines encourages this
to experience not just a day in the life of a nurse but all the life that
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happens in just one day on a busy teaching hospital’s cancer ward. In the
span of twelve hours, lives can be lost, life-altering treatment decisions
made, and dreams fulfilled or irrevocably stolen. Unfolding in real
time--under the watchful eyes of this dedicated professional and insightful
chronicler of events--The Shift gives an unprecedented view into the
individual struggles as well as the larger truths about medicine in this
country. By shift’s end, we have witnessed something profound about
hope and humanity.
Germs Gone Wild
How Cities Can Thrive in the Age of Populism
Business Law
Health Care and Economic Transformation in Pittsburgh and Houston
Progress and Poverty in America's Postindustrial Era
The Definitive Guide to Emergency Department Operational
Improvement
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